Tu B’shevat
Online Resources

1. Tu Bishevat – Fruit for Thought
   http://www.rebgoldie.com/tubishvat.htm#A%20Mini%20Tu%20Bi-Shevat%20Seder
   Includes overview of the holiday, directions for a mini-seder, blessings and stories

2. Kolel – Adult Centre for Living Judaism
   http://www.kolel.org/pages/holidays/TuBishevat_intro.html
   Provides a chart describing the structure and meaning for parts of a seder and some background information as well as possible resources

3. Judaism 101 – Tu B’shevat
   http://www.jewfaq.org/holiday8.htm
   Information on Biblical and mishnaic references to Tu B’shevat

4. I Can’t Believe It’s Kosher!
   http://www.ujc.org/content_display.html?ArticleID=28561
   Drash and recipes for Tu B’shevat

5. Jewish Community Online
   http://jewish.com/holidays/tubishvat.shtml
   Great site with links to quotes, activities, lesson plans, prayers and articles about Tu B’shevat

6. Union for Reform Judaism – Jewish Holidays, Tu B’Shevat
   http://urj.org/holidays/tubishvat/
   URJ Holiday Site for Tu B’shevat with links to resources

7. Torah.Org – Tu B’shevat
   http://torah.org/learning/yomtov/tubshvat/
   Links to many d’vrei Torah and articles on Tu B’shevat

8. YourPage.Org – JNF Educational Site
   www.yourpage.org
   Online Games, printable activities, arts and crafts and other resources on Tu B’shevat

9. RFCJ Recipes for Tu B’Shevat
   Many links to recipes for Tu B’shevat

10. A Tu B’shevat Haggadah
    http://jewish.com/holidays/tbv_hag2.html
    Printable Haggadah without Hebrew or any special fonts, easy to cut and paste
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